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On the inverse mean curvature flow inwarped product manifolds
Thomas Mullins
AbstractWe consider the warped product manifold, R+ ×Id Mn , with Rieman-nian metric γ ≡ d r2 ⊕ r2σ , where (Mn, σ ) is a smooth closed Riemanniann-manifold. We investigate what sufficient curvature condition is requiredof σ to ensure that a solution to the inverse mean curvature flow - com-mencing with a surface described as the graph of a global C2,α functionon Mn - exists for all times t > 0.
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1 introduction
1 introduction
The general outward curvature flow (of which the inverse mean curvatureflow is a special case) was studied by Gerhardt [7] and Urbas [22] in Rn+1for a starshaped initial surface S0, which is equivalent to there existing au0 : Sn Ï R+ such that S0 = graphu0,where Sn is the unit n-sphere. In both papers, the idea was to use polarcoordinates to describe the flow of the surfaces and prove existence for alltimes t > 0. This is equivalent (see Example 2.14) to the flow of surfaces inthe warped product R+ ×Id Sn . So it was a natural question to ask: underwhat conditions on an arbitrary manifold Mn will a solution to this flow in thewarped product R+ ×Id Mn also exist for all times t > 0?
Indeed, starting out with a sufficiently smooth function u0 from the com-pact n-manifold Mn into the positive real numbers, defining an embeddedhypersurface M0 in the warped product R+ ×Id Mn in the obvious mannerM0 ≡ graphu0 = {(u0(p), p), p ∈Mn},we investigate the curvature conditions required of Mn . We will show that apositive definite Ricci tensor suffices for the solution to indeed exist for alltimes t > 0 and remains graphical thoughout the evolutionary process. Wealso show, via a standard rescaling method, that the solution, in a certain sense,is asymptotically ‘{∞} ×Mn ’. We assert the main theorem:Theorem 1.1 (Main Theorem). Let (Mn, σ ) be a smooth closed Riemannianmanifold of dimension n, whose curvature satisfiesRicM (X) > 0 (1.1)for all X ∈ TM . Let u0 : Mn Ï R+ be of class C2,α whose correspondingembedding x0 : Mn Ï Nn+1, p 7Ï (u0(p), p),has strictly positive mean curvature H0. Then the evolution equation{ x˙ = H−1νx0 = x(0, ·), (1.2)where ν is the outward pointing unit normal to the evolving hypersurfacesMt ≡ x(t,M), and H is the mean curvature of Mt , has a unique solution ofclass H2+β, 2+β2 (Q∞) ∩ H2+m+γ, 2+m+γ2 (Qε,∞) for any 0 < β < α, γ ∈ (0, 1), ε > 0and m ≥ 0 that exists for all times t > 0. The rescaled surfacesM˜t = x˜(t,M) = graph u˜(t, ·),where u˜ ≡ u e−t/n , converge exponentially fast to a constant embedding
Mn r∞↪−Ï {r∞} ×Mn,
2
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with r∞ = [ |M0||Mn|
]1/n .
1.1 notation and conventionsWe are working primarily with a family of embeddings of an arbitrary n-manifold with a fixed metric (Mn, σ ) into an (n + 1)-manifold also equippedwith a fixed metric (Nn+1, γ). Coordinates on Nn+1 will be denoted by {xa}and onMn as {yi}, where the indices from the set {a, b, c, d, e} run from 0 ton and the indices of the set {i, j, k, l,m, r, s} run from 1 to n throughout thispaper. The indices will be raised and lowered (corresponding to contravari-ant and covariant quantities respectively) with the corresponding metric as isusual practise.
With g = {gij} we denote the induced metric on the embedded manifolds,Mt . Although g = g(t), we suppress this dependence on t to spare the readera debauch of indices and arguments. We should, however, bear this depen-dence in mind. The covariant differential operators on Mn , Mt and Nn+1 aresignified either by D = D(σ ), ∇ = ∇(g) and ∇ = ∇(γ); or simply by sub-scripted indices, from the set from 1 to n for Mn and Mt (it will always beclear from the context whether we are onMn orMt ), alternatively from the setof indices running from 0 to n for covariant differentiation on Nn+1. In situa-tions of potential ambiguity there will occasionally be a subscripted semicolon‘;’ in front of the index to be covariantly differentiated. For the partial deriva-tive, we either replace the subscripted semicolon with a subscripted comma,as is common in the literature, or include the partial derivative symbol ∂ withappropriate subscripted indices.
We will mainly use tensor notation to describe tensor quantities on Mn , Mtand Nn+1. For instance if w is a function from Nn+1 to R then w;ab (or simplywab) would represent the Hessian of w . For an arbitrary tensor T of valence[kl ], we define the covariant derivative of that tensor ∇T to be the [kl+1]-tensorby
(∇T)(ω1, . . . , ωk, X1, . . . , Xl, Z) = (∇ZT)(ω1, . . . , ωk, X1, . . . , Xl)≡Z (T(ω1, . . . , ωk, X1, . . . , Xl))+∑p T(ω1, . . . ,∇Zωp, . . . , ωk, X1, . . . , Xl)−∑q T(ω1, . . . , ωk, X1, . . . ,∇ZXq , . . . , Xl).
(1.3)
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Here, the ωj are covectors and the Xj are vectors. This can be expressed moreconcisely in index notation as follows
Ti1...ikj1...jl ;p =Ti1...ikj1...jl ,p + k∑q=1 Γ iqpeTi1..e..ikj1...jl −
l∑
r=1 ΓepjrTi1...ikj1..e..jl ,where Γcab are the connection coefficients. The Einstein summation conven-tion will be used throughout.
The norm of a tensor Tkij of valence [12] with respect to the metric σ isdefined by |T|2σ ≡ σijσklσrsTikrTjls .The norms with respect to g and γ are defined analogously, as is the case fora tensor of arbitrary valence.
At times we will need to distinguish between the connection coefficients andother tensor quantities (for instance, curvature) on (Mn, σ ), on (Mt , g) and on(Nn+1, γ). We shall do so by a superscripted index of the metric for Mn andMt , and a bar for Nn+1, for example the Christoffel symbols of the connec-tions σΓkij , gΓkij and Γcab for the corresponding quantities on Mn , Mt andNn+1 respectively.
We adopt the standard convention for the commutator of the covariant deriva-tive (the Riemann curvature tensor), corresponding to
R(U, V )X ≡∇U ∇V X −∇V ∇U X − ∇[U,V ]XR(U, V,X, Z) ≡〈R(U, V )X,Z〉, (1.4)
for tangent vectors U, V and vector fields X,Z . In index notation, this can beexpressed for a contravariant quantity as
∇a∇bXc −∇b∇aXc = R cab dXd, (1.5)and for a covariant quantity as
∇a∇bφc −∇b∇aφc = R dabc φd. (1.6)The Ricci curvature, as remarked in the introduction, is the trace of the Rie-mann curvature tensor. Formally
Ric(U, V ) ≡ n∑i=1 R(U,Ei, V, Ei), (1.7)where {Ei}i=1,...,n is an orthonormal frame. Equivalently, in index notation canbe expressed as Ric(U, V ) = RikU iVk ≡ R mimk U iVk.
4
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We can also define the quadratic form of the Ricci tensor, a notation whichwill at times prove useful:
Ric(U) ≡ Ric(U,U).
The function space, H2+m+α, 2+m+α2 (QT ), in which our functions reside is definedin (3.1). The definition of the norm can be found in [8, §2.5].
5
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2.1 the fundamental equationsLet us assert the fundamental equations from the theory of isometric immer-sions. These relate the geometry of the submanifold to the geometry of theambient space via the second fundamental form, A ≡ {hij}i,j=1,...,n . Recall thatif x : Mn Ï Nn+1is an embedding (or immersion) of Mn into Nn+1, then dxp has rank n for allp ∈Mn .
A wide range of literature covers this topic including proofs of the follow-ing relations, see for instance [2, 8].Lemma 2.1 (Gauss formula). There exists a symmetric [02]-tensor field h :TM × TM Ï R that satisfies
xij = −hijν. (2.1)
Lemma 2.2 (Weingarten equation). The unit normal ν satisfies the identity
νi = hki xk. (2.2)Corollary 2.3. The second derivative of ν satisfies
νij = hki;jxk − hki hkjν.Lemma 2.4 (Gauss equation). The Riemann curvature of the submanifold isrelated to the curvature of the ambient space by
gRijkl = hikhjl − hilhjk + R(xi, xj , xk, xl). (2.3)
By contracting (2.3) with the inverse metric γab of the ambient space, weobtain identities for the Ricci curvature as well as the scalar curvature of thesubmanifold. These we give explicitly in the following two corollaries.Corollary 2.5. The Ricci curvature of the submanifold is related to the cur-vature of the ambient space by
gRik = Ric(xi, xk)− R(ν, xi, ν, xk) +Hhik − himhmkCorollary 2.6. The Scalar curvature of the submanifold is related to thecurvature of the ambient space by
gR = R − 2Ric(ν) +H2 − |A|2g , (2.4)where A ≡ {hij}i,j=1,...,n (a notation that we will use on occasion).
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Our final equation of the fundamental classical variety relates the ambientcurvature to the differential of the second fundamental form.Lemma 2.7 (Codazzi equation). The arguments of the [03]-tensor∇h commuteas follows hij ;k − hki;j = R(ν, xi, xj , xk). (2.5)We now look at how the second derivatives of the second fundamental formcommute. These identities were first discovered by Simons [20] and come invery useful.Lemma 2.8. The second derivatives of hij satisfyhij ;kl =hkl;ij + hmjhilhmk − hmlhijhmk + hmjhklhmi − hmlhkjhmi+ R(xk, xi, xl, xm)hmj + R(xk, xi, xj , xm)hml + R(xm, xi, xj , xl)hmk+ R(xm, xk, xj , xl)hmi + R(ν, xi, ν, xj )hkl − R(ν, xk, ν, xl)hij+ (∇R)(ν, xi, xj , xk, xl) + (∇R)(ν, xk, xi, xl, xj ).
(2.6)
Proof. Using (2.1), (2.2),(2.3), (2.5) and the commutator of covariant tensor quan-tities (1.6) and the tensor covariant derivative (1.3) (and not forgetting the sym-metries of R)
hij ;kl =(hki:j + R(ν, xi, xj , xk);l=hki;jl + (∇R)(ν, xi, xjxkxl)+ R(xm, xi, xj , xk)hml − R(ν, xi, ν, xk)hlj − R(ν, xi, xj , ν)hkl (2.7)hki;jl =hki;lj + gRmijlhmk + gRmkjlhmi + R(xm, xi, xj , xl)hmk + R(xm, xk, xj , xl)hmi=hki;lj + hmjhilhmk − hmlhijhmk + hmjhklhmi − hmlhkjhmi+ R(xm, xi, xj , xl)hmk + R(xm, xk, xj , xl)hmi (2.8)hki;lj =hkl;ij + (∇R)(ν, xk, xi, xl, xj )+ R(xm, xk, xi, xl)hmj − R(ν, xk, ν, xl)hij − R(ν, xk, xi, ν)hjl. (2.9)Plugging (2.9) into (2.8) and (2.8) into (2.7) and using again the symmetries ofthe full tensor R gives the desired result.Corollary 2.9 (Simons’ identity). The Laplacian of the second fundamentalform satisfies
∆M ′hij =Hij − |A|2ghij +Hhimhmj +HR(ν, xi, ν, xj )− Ric(ν)hij+ gkl[R(xk, xi, xl, xm)hmj + R(xk, xi, xj , xm)hml + R(xm, xi, xj , xl)hmk+ R(xm, xk, xj , xl)hmi + (∇xlR)(ν, xi, xj , xk) + (∇xjR)(ν, xk, xi, xl)].(2.10)
Proof. Contract (2.6) with gkl and use the (anti)symmetric properties of thefull tensor R.
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2.2 geometry of the warped productThe warped product, P×h S, of two Riemannian manifolds, (Pp, pi) and (Ss, ς),with warping factor h is the product manifold, P×S, equipped with the metric
γP×hS = pi ⊕ h2ς,
In this manner, providing h is not degenerate, (P ×h S, γP×hS) also becomes aRiemannian manifold.
In this section we look at some properties of warped product spaces in amore specialised setting. We consider the warped product I ×f Mn , whereI is an arbitrary one dimensional manifold parameterised with r, (Mn, σ ) isa Riemannian n-manifold with metric σ , and f is a positive monotonicallyincreasing (preferably differentiable) function of r. Thus we have the metric
γ = dr2 ⊕ f2σ. (2.11)
Indeed, this metric is conformal to a metric of the form
dρ2 ⊕ ρ2σ, (*)
with conformal factor φ(ρ) where dr = φ(ρ) dρ and f (r) = ρφ(ρ), (see [18]).
During the course of this work, we concern ourselves only with metrics ofthe form (*), or more accurately, with the warped product R+ ×Id Mn .
The arbitrarily chosen coordinates {yi} of Mn are extended via the radialfunction r to coordinates {ya} of N = R+ ×Id Mn wherebyy0 ≡ r.
In this manner, the basis {ei ≡ ∂/∂yi}i=1,...,n of TM is extended to a basis,{ea}a=0,...,n , of TN . This allows for convenient indexing in what follows. More-over, tensor quantities on Nn+1 will be dealt with in this basis, for example
Rabcd ≡ R(ea, eb, ec, ed).The level sets, {r}×Mn ≡ {r = const}, of the radial function r of the warpedproduct, have the induced metric
αij = r2σij , (2.12)
and the second fundamental form, βij , of the inclusion Mn r↪−Ï {r} ×Mn iseasily shown to be βij = rσij . (2.13)We wish to express the connection on Nn+1 in terms of quantities on Mn andthe radial function r, whereby we consider surfaces {r}×Mn . Using the well
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known formula for the Levi-Civita connection coefficients (see for example[12]) Γcab = 12γce(∂aγeb + ∂bγae − ∂eγab), (2.14)where ∂a ≡ ∂/∂ya , the following fact almost derives itself
Γcab =

Γkij if (a, b, c) = (i, j, k)−rσij if c = 0, (a, b) = (i, j)r−1δkj if a = 0, (b, c) = (j, k) ∨ b = 0, (a, c) = (j, k)0 otherwise. (2.15)
Lemma 2.10. The Riemann curvature tensor of the warped product R+ ×IdMn vanishes in the radial direction, i.e.
R0bcd = 0. (2.16)
Proof. It is easily derived from (1.5) that the curvature tensor in terms of Γcab(see [23, §3]) can be expressed as
R dabc = ∂bΓdac − ∂aΓdbc + ΓdbeΓeac − ΓdaeΓebc. (2.17)Combining (2.15) and (2.17) we deduce (sparing the details)
R l0jk = R 00jk = 0. (2.18)Lowering the final index with γab shows
R0ija = γabR b0ij = 0.
The symmetries of R lead to the result.
Lemma 2.11. The embeddingMn r↪−Ï {r}×Mn has constant mean curvatureof r−1n.Proof. Contracting the second fundamental form β = rσ with the inverseinduced metric α−1 = r−2σ−1 gives
H = αijβij = r−1σ ijσij = r−1n.
Proposition 2.12. RicM ≥ 0 ⇐Ñ Ric ≥ (1− n)σ (2.19)Proof. Once again using (2.15) and (2.17), we deduce
αR lijk = σR lijk , (2.20)
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where αR lijk is the Riemann curvature tensor with respect to the metric αijfrom (2.12) on the level set {r} ×Mn . Taking the trace over j and l shows
Ric{r}×M = RicM .
Using (2.12) and (2.13) βij = αimβmj = r−1δij .Now apply Corollary 2.5, substituting β for h and taking note of (2.16), to reveal
RicM = Ric + (n − 1)σ. (2.21)
Remark 2.13. If we contract (2.20) with αlm , we get
αRijkm = αlm [σR lijk ] = r2σlm [σR lijk ] = r2 [σRijkm] . (2.22)This equality shows that as the embedded hypersurface varies in the radialdirection with equal magnitude at every point (i.e. rescales), the curvatureof the rescaled hypersurface is inversely proportional to the radial distance.Intuitively this can be seen if we consider a family of expanding 2-spheres in
R3.
Example 2.14 (polar coordinates). The archetypal example of a warped prod-uct manifold is Rn+1 \ {0} equipped with the canonical metric δij expressedas
R+ ×Id Snwith the metric as in (2.11) where σ is now a metric on Sn . This correspondssimply to expressing elements of Rn+1 \ {0} in polar coordinates. As afore-mentioned, this is how Gerhardt and Urbas tackled the issue of the outwardflow of an embedded surface in Euclidean space in [7] and [22] respectively.
2.3 hypersurfaces as graphs of functionsThe theory of general hypersurfaces (see eg. [2, §6]) can be easily appliedto the special case in which the ambient space is the warped product N =
R+ ×Id Mn from §2.2, where the metric γ of Nn+1 in terms of the radialfunction r and the metric σ of Mn , is expressed as
γ = dr2 ⊕ r2σ
and the embedding x can be seen as the graph of a function u : Mn Ï R+,however, not all submanifolds of Nn+1 can be expressed as such.
In this respect we obtain the induced metric g :
gij (p) ≡ gp(ei, ej ) ≡ (x∗γ)p(ei, ej ) ≡ γx(p)=(u(p),p)(x∗(ei), x∗(ej )) (2.23)
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where x∗(ei) = dx(ei) = uie0 + ei ≡ xi, (2.24)and ei = ∂/∂yi . Thus, we findgij = γ(xi, xj ) = uiuj + u2σij = u2(σij + φiφj ),where φ ≡ logu throughout. Since u takes solely positive values, φ is alwayswell defined. The basis {ei = ∂/∂yi}i=1,...,n of TM gives rise to a basis of Tx(M)via the differential (or push forward, see previous section). These are indeedthe vectors {xi}i=1,...,n of (2.24).
The outward pointing unit normal vector to x(M), which necessarily satisfiesγ(ν, xi) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n, is consequently given byν = (νa) = γabνbwhere the covector νa has the components (1,−Du) and the normalisationfactor v−1 where v2 ≡ 1 + u−2|Du|2σ = 1 + |Dφ|2σ . (2.25)Thus, ν = (νa) = v−1(e0 − u−2ukek). (2.26)It is readily checked that this vector is indeed orthogonal to each xi withrespect to γ . The inverse of the induced metric isg ij = u−2(σ ij − φiφj/v2),where φi ≡ σ ijφj = σ ijDjφ and with a quick calculation, is easily seen to bethe inverse of gij .Proposition 2.15. The connection of g is related to the connection of σ by(∇X −DX
)Y =σ (Dφ,X)Y + σ (Dφ, Y )X
+ (D2φ(X, Y )− [uv]−2g(X, Y ))Dφ, (2.27)for X, Y ∈ TM . Equivalently
gΓkij = σΓkij + φiδkj + φjδki − u−2v−2φkgij + v−2φkDijφ. (2.28)Proof. Using the formula (2.14), we see
gΓkij =12gkl(glj,i + gil,j − gij,l)=12gkl{2u−1uiglj + u2σlj,i + u2(φlφj ),i+ 2u−1ujgil + u2σil,j + u2(φiφl),j− 2u−1ulgij − u2σij,l − u2(φiφj ),l}=φiδkj + φjδki − φlgklgij + σΓkij− φkφlv−2σmlσΓmij − φkφj,i − v−2|Dφ|2σφkφj,i.
(2.29)
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Using the facts 1− |Dφ|2v−2 = v−2and Dijφ = φj,i − σΓmij φmleads to the sought after result.Remark 2.16. Notice how the right hand side of (2.27) is tensorial in both Xand Y when contracted with a covector. This is consistent with the differenceof two torsion free connections being a tensor of valence [12] (in stark contrastto the expression ω(∇X Y ), for covector ω, not being tensorial in Y for anarbitrary connection).Lemma 2.17. The second fundamental form, A ≡ {hij}, of the embedding xis given as hij = uv−1(σij + φiφj − φij ), (2.30)and the Weingarten map is given ashij = [uv]−1 (δij + (−σ ik + φiφkv−2)φkj) .Proof. Since xi is covariant with respect to g as well as contravariant withrespect to γ (see proof of Lemma 2.4), in the {ea}a=0,...,n basis we have,xaij = ∂2ijxa + Γabdxbi xdj − gΓkij xak .and plugging this into the Gauss formula (2.1)hij = −γ((∂2ijxa + Γabdxbi xdj − gΓkij xak )ea, νbeb).The partial (not covariant) derivative x,ij = u,ije0, so the first term isγ(x,ij , ν) = v−1u,ij .The final term disappears due to orthogonality so we look at the middle term.We notice that γ(ek, ν) = −v−1uk and γ(e0, ν) = v−1. Thus
hij = −v−1(u,ij + Γ0bdxbi xdj − Γkbdxbi xdj uk). (2.31)With a little computation using (2.15) and (2.24),
Γcabxai xbj =

σΓkij if (a, b, c) = (i, j, k)−uσij if c = 0, (a, b) = (i, j)r−1uiuj if a = 0, (b, c) = (j, k) ∨ b = 0, (a, c) = (j, k)0 otherwise (2.32)Putting it all together we havehij = −v−1∂2iju − v−1(−uσij ) + v−1(σΓkij uk + 2u−1uiuj )= uv−1(σij + φiφj − φij ),
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where we have used the fact that uij = ∂2iju − σΓkij uk (and seeing as this is atorsion free connection, uij = uji).
For the second assertion, simply compute hij = g ikhkj .Corollary 2.18. The mean curvature of the embedding x : p 7Ï (u(p), p) canbe expressed as follows
H = [uv]−1 (n −∆σφ +D2φ(Dφ,Dφ)v−2)= [uv]−1 (n − σ ijφij + φiφjφijv−2))= [uv]−1 (n − u2∆gφ) . (2.33)
Remark 2.19. Taking the 0th component of (2.1) into consideration, achieves
−v−1hij =u,ij − gΓkij uk + Γ0abxai xbj=∇jui − uσij=∇jui − βij , (2.34)
where β is the second fundamental form as in (2.13) of the level set {u(p)}×Mnand our computations are being carried out at point p ∈ Mn . This can beverified with an elaborate calculation using Proposition 2.15, the details ofwhich, we spare the reader.
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3 inverse mean curvature flow for graphs
In §3.1 we assume existence of a solution to (1.2) on a maximal time interval[0, T?) and adapt this initial problem to the situation at hand to acquire a non-linear scalar parabolic equation that is more manageable to work with. Thisfact is strengthened in §3.3 where we prove existence of a solution for suchan equation. We acquire two forms of this equation. One for the embeddingfunction u : I ×Mn ÊÏ R+and the other for the natural logarithm of u,
φ ≡ logu : I ×Mn ÊÏ R.
The advantage of the equation for φ, as we shall soon be seeing, is that thecorresponding nonlinear operator for fixed t only depends on the first andsecond derivatives of φ and not on the function itself. This will come in handyfor the maximum and comparison principles in §3.2.Remark 3.1. Since a solution of the equation for one of these functions natu-rally implies a solution for the equation of the other (by taking logarithm orexponentiating respectively), the equations for u and φ will be interchangedand handled with equality throughout. Note that φ is well defined, since u0 > 0everywhere on Mn and the a priori estimates of §3.3 deliver us positive lowerbounds on u for t > 0.In §3.2 as mentioned, we procure useful maximum and comparison principlesfor the acquired equations. These estimates are important for proving longtime existence later on.
We apply results of [8, 14] in §3.3 to prove existence of a solution, φ, to theadapted problem, then we go on to prove some first order estimates.
To conclude the section, in §3.4, we study the so-called evolution equationsof some quantities of interest on the evolving hypersurfaces. As we shall see,these are vital to the understanding of the behaviour of such solutions.
We use the notation of [8, §2.5] throughout this section and for the durationof the paper. In particular,
QT? ≡ [0, T?)×Mndenotes the parabolic cylinder of existence of the solution to (3.6) and the classof function H2+β, 2+β2 (Q¯T? ) to which (as we shall find out) the solution belongsis defined by
φ ∈ H2+β, 2+β2 (Q¯T? ) ⇐Ñ φ(t, ·) ∈ C2,β(Mn) ∧ φ(·, x) ∈ C1, β2 ([0, T?)), (3.1)for 0 < β < 1.
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3.1 posing the problemThe family of embeddings x : QT? ≡ [0, T?) × Mn Ï Nn+1, of Mn into thewarped product (Nn+1 = R+ ×Id Mn, γ) takes the formx : (t, p) 7Ï (u(t, p(t)), p(t)) ,so that in local coordinates {yi} on M we can express the evolving hypersur-face as x(t, yi(t)) = (u(t, yi(t)), yi(t)). (3.2)We take a total time derivative of (3.2) and substitute it into the original equa-tion (1.2) using (2.26) to get
x˙0 = dudt = ∂u∂t + uiy˙i = H−1ν0 = v−1H−1 (3.3)for the radial component andx˙i = y˙i = −v−1H−1u−2ui (3.4)for the components tangential to the level sets of the radial function, {r =const}. Plugging (3.4) into (3.3) we inferu˙ = v−1H−1u−2|Du|2σ + v−1H−1= v−1H−1(1 + u−2|Du|2σ )= vH−1 (3.5)where the dot˙over u has taken the place of ∂/∂t . Multiplying both sides byu−1 and using Corollary 2.18, we come to the conclusion that in this setting,the original problem (1.2) is equivalent to the nonlinear parabolic (of coursethis still needs to be checked) equation{ φ˙ − [F (Dφ,D2φ)]−1 = 0φ0 = φ(0, ·) (3.6)with F ≡ v−2(n − σ ijφij + φiφjφijv−2) = Huv−1. (3.7)Remark 3.2. Notice how F = F (Dφ,D2φ) is independent of φ in an undiffer-entiated guise. This fact will come in useful in the near future.Remark 3.3. The equation for the scalar quantity u will also be of use in thefuture. It is given by { u˙ −H−1v = 0u0 = u(0, ·), (3.8)where H = H(u,Du,D2u) is expressed asH = [uv]−1 (n − (u∆gu − |Du|2g)) .The final term here, |Du|2g is the norm, in terms of g , of the gradient of u.
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3.2 maximum and comparison principlesTheorem 3.4. Let φ and φ˜ solve (3.6) in QT? with initial data φ0 and φ˜0respectively. Then
infM (φ0 − φ˜0) ≤ φ − φ˜ ≤ supM (φ0 − φ˜0). (3.9)Proof. Let w ≡ (φ− φ˜) eλt for a small λ to be chosen later on. Without loss ofgenerality we assume supM (φ0 − φ˜0) ≥ 0. (3.10)Let 0 < t0 be the first time the maximum of w is attained and this occurs atthe point x0 ∈Mn . At the spacetime point (t0, x0) we have0 ≤ w˙ =λw + (φ˙ − ˙˜φ) eλt (3.11)=λw + (F−1 − F˜−1) eλt , (3.12)
where F ≡ F (Dφ(t0, x0), D2φ(t0, x0)) and F˜ ≡ F (Dφ˜(t0, x0), D2φ˜(t0, x0)). Sincew attains its spatial maximum at this point, we have
Dφ = Dφ˜ and D2φ ≤ D2φ˜. (3.13)
Using these facts along with (3.7), we infer
F ≥ F˜ .
Thus, at (t0, x0) we conclude 0 ≥ −λw.If we choose λ < 0 it follows that
supQT? w = w(t0, x0) ≤ 0Letting λ ↗ 0, bearing (3.10) in mind, implies the right hand inequality. Theleft hand inequality is proved analogously.Corollary 3.5. Let φ solve (3.6) on QT . Then the following holds
infMn φ0 ≤ φ − tn ≤ supMn φ0. (3.14)Proof. Define φ˜ = t/n. Then φ˜ solves (3.6). Apply Theorem 3.4.Remark 3.6. By exponentiation, this is equivalent to
infMn u0 ≤ u e−t/n ≤ supMn u0, (3.15)for the embedding function u, which solves (3.8).
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Remark 3.7. The solution φ˜ of (3.6) in the proof of Corollary 3.5 correspondsto the solution of (1.2) whereby the initial embedding is given by
x0 : p 7Ï (1, p).
Remark 3.8. As we shall be seeing shortly in §4.3, the estimate on u in Remark3.6 alludes to the fact that if we were to introduce a factor of e−t/n , then thefunction u˜ = u e−t/n remains uniformly bounded from above and below. Thuswe will be studying the convergence properties of (1.2) for the correspondingrescaled embedding x˜ in §4.2.
3.3 short time existence and first order estimatesWith the help of the parabolic theory [6, 8, 14] we show that a solution toequation (3.6) exists for a short time. Following this, as the heading suggests,we prove some first order estimates on φ.Lemma 3.9. Let F = Huv−1 as defined in (3.7). Then
aij ≡ − ∂F∂φijis positive definite.Proof. Since
F = v−2(n − σ ijφij + φiφjφijv−2) = v−2(n − u2g ijφij ),
we simply differentiate F with respect to φij to find
− aij = ∂F∂φij = −v−2u2g ij . (3.16)
Since u and v are both positive and g ij is positive definite, having trace n−1+(1 + |Dφ|2)−1 with respect to σ , (see [17, §2.2]), we conclude that aij is positivedefinite.Remark 3.10. Since, as remarked upon above,
traceσ{g ij} = n − 1 + v−2,
and v is uniformly bounded from above and below, we conlude that F−1 isuniformly parabolic on QT? . We will also show this more explicitly later (seeTheorem 4.3) where we derive an evolution equation for F−1 ≡ χH−1, whereχ is to be defined at the beginning of §4.2.
Theorem 3.11. There exists a unique solution of class H2+β, 2+β2 (QT? ) to (3.6),given C2,α initial data, for 0 < β < α, where T? depends on β and the initialdata.
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Proof. The prerequisites of [8, Theorem 2.5.7] are fulfilled, since we have
F−2aij > 0,
i.e. (3.6) is uniformly parabolic on some time interval [0, T?).Lemma 3.12. Let φ solve (3.6) on QT? . Then the following holdsinfM φ˙(0, ·) ≤ φ˙ ≤ supM φ˙(0, ·) (3.17)Proof. Differentiate (3.6) with respect to t to obtain
φ¨ + F−2 (−aijDiDj φ˙ + aiDiφ˙) = 0, (3.18)
where ai = ∂F/∂φi . Applying the parabolic maximum principle (see [6, §7.1Theorem 8]) yields the result.Lemma 3.13. Let φ solve (3.6) on QT? and condition (1.1) hold. Then thereexists a λ > 0, such that
|Dφ|2σ eλt ≤ supMn |Dφ0|2σ (3.19)on QT? .Proof. We aim to derive an evolution equation for the left hand side of (3.19)and apply the maximum principle to deduce the inequality. Firstly, let w =12 |Dφ|2. We differentiate (3.6) in the direction of Dφ to obtain0 = σklφlDk(φ˙ − F−1)= w˙ + F−2(− aijσklDkDjφiφl + aiDiw), (3.20)
where ai ≡ ∂F/∂φi , having used the following identities:w˙ = σklφlDkφ˙,Diw = σklDiφkφl.Recall from (1.6) that
DkDjφi = DkDiφj = DiDkφj − R mikj φm, (3.21)where the first equality is on account of the torsion free connection D on Mn .We also observe
DiDjw = σklDiDjφkφl + σklDjφkDiφl. (3.22)Subtracting and adding the quantity F−2aijσklDjφkDiφl (i.e. adding a clever 0)to (3.20) and plugging in (3.21) and (3.22) we arrive at
w˙ + F−2(− aijDiDjw + aijσklDjφkDiφl + aijRikjmφmφk + aiDiw) = 0. (3.23)
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For second term inside the parenthesis we have:
aijσklDjφkDiφl ≥ 0, (3.24)since {aij} and σ ij are both positive definite and symmetric (see [5, §4]). Sub-tracting this term from (3.23) gives
w˙ + F−2(− aijDiDjw + aijRikjmφmφk + aiDiw) ≤ 0. (3.25)
Now multiply (3.25) by eλt and define w˜ = weλt , to give
w˙eλt + F−2(− aijDiDjw˜ + aijRikjmφkφmeλt + aiDiw˜) ≤ 0, (3.26)and finally add and subtract λw˜ , leaving us with˙˜w + F−2(− aijDiDjw˜ + aijRikjmφkφmeλt + aiDiw˜ − λF2w˜) ≤ 0. (3.27)
Let µ be the smallest eigenvalue of {aij} (in light of Remark 3.10 we haveµ > 0 everywhere on QT? ). Then together with (1.1)aijRikjmφkφmeλt ≥ µRicM (Dφ) eλt ≥ µδ|Dφ|2σ eλt = 2µδw˜,for a small δ > 0 (the existence of which is ensured in view of (1.1) and thecompactness of Mn), which implies˙˜w + F−2(− aijDiDjw˜ + aiDiw˜ + (2µδ − λF2)w˜) ≤ 0.Thus, by applying the maximum principle (see [6, §7.1 Theorem 9]), the lemmais proved with λ ≤ 2µδF−2.
3.4 the evolution equationsAssuming short time existence of the flow (1.2), we focus our attention on howthe solution changes shape, and how the quantities of interest evolve underthe flow. The evolution equations are paramount to the study of how solutionsbehave in the long term, or in the neighbourhood of singularities.
Since we are dealing with quantities that live on the evolving hypersurfaces,we will be covariantly differentiating with respect to the metric g of Mt andthe pushforward basis of Tx(p)Mt , thus with the operator ∇. Furthermore,the derivative with respect to t , designated as both ˙ and ddt interchangeably,now refers to the ambient covarient derivative in the direction of ν with amagnitude of H−1, i.e. ddt = D∂t = H−1∇νLemma 3.14. The unit normal vector ν evolves according to
ν˙ = H−2∇H = H−2H ;kxk (3.28)
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Proof. Since ν is of unit length and ddt is compatible with the metric γ , wehave 0 = ddt 1 = ddt γ(ν, ν) = 2γ (ν˙, ν) , (3.29)or in other words, ν˙ resides exclusively in TMt . We can express ν˙ thusly
ν˙ = g ikγ(ν˙, xi)xk = −g ikγ(ν, x˙i)xk. (3.30)
To see how the basis vector xi evolves, let c : (−ε, ε) ÊÏMn be a differentiablecurve such that dcds
∣∣∣∣s=0 = ei.Per definition xi = x?(ei) = dds
∣∣∣∣s=0x(t, c(s)).This shows subsequently that
x˙i = D∂t ∂∂s
∣∣∣∣s=0x(t, c(s)) = D∂s
∣∣∣∣s=0 ∂∂t x(t, c(s)) = D∂s
∣∣∣∣s=0(H−1ν)x(t,c(s)) = (H−1ν)i(3.31)where we have used [2, §3 Lemma 3.4] to reverse the order of differentiation(for details, see [17]). Once again using (3.29), this time in the second equalityof (3.30) with d = (∇xi )> ≡ ∇i , we concludeν˙ = −g ikγ(ν, (H−1ν)i)xk = −g ik(H−1)iγ(ν, ν)xk = H−2g ikH;ixk.
Remark 3.15. What equation (3.31) alludes to is the fact that the flows of thevector fields H−1ν and xi commute, i.e.
[H−1ν, xi] = 0,
or equivalently ∇H−1νxi =∇xi (H−1ν) ≡ (H−1ν)i.Lemma 3.16. The metric gij evolves according to
g˙ij = 2H−1hij . (3.32)
Proof. Using (2.23), (2.2), (3.31), the symmetry of gij and the fact that γ(ν, xi) = 0we obtain
g˙ij = 2γ(x˙i, xj ) = 2γ((H−1ν)i, xj ) = 2H−1γ(νi, xj ) = 2H−1hij .
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Corollary 3.17. The inverse metric fulfills the evolution equationg˙ ij = −2Hhij , (3.33)where hij ≡ g ikg jlhkl .Proof. Since δij = g ikgkj and 0 = dδij / dt , we haveg˙ ikgkj = −g ikg˙kj .Now contracting both sides with g jl and plugging in (3.32) for g˙kj we haveg˙ il = −2g ikg jlHhkj = −2Hhil.
Lemma 3.18. The evolution of the induced measure dµ satisfiesddt (dµ) = dµ. (3.34)Proof. In coordinates, dµ = √g dx,where g = det gij . Jacobi’s formula for taking the derivative of a determinantand the product rule giveddt√g = 12(g)− 12 gg ij ∂gij∂t = √gH−1g ijhij = √g. (3.35)
Corollary 3.19. For a surface evolving according to (1.2), as long as the flowexists, the following holds |Mt | = |M0| et ,where M0 is the initial surface.Theorem 3.20. The second fundamental form evolves according todhijdt =(H−1);ij +H−1 (hmi hmj − R(ν, xi, ν, xj ))=2HiHjH−3 −HijH−2 +H−1 (hmi hmj − R(ν, xi, ν, xj )) . (3.36)Proof. We utilise (2.1), (3.28), Remark 3.15 and a myriad of additional tricks toderive the followingdhijdt =− ddt γ(xij , ν)=− γ(∇H−1ν∇xjxi, ν)− γ(xij , ν˙)=− γ(∇xj∇H−1νxi, ν)−H−1γ(R(xi, ν)xj , ν) + γ(∇[xi ,H−1ν]xj , ν)=− γ(∇xj∇xi (H−1ν), ν)−H−1γ(R(xi, ν)xj , ν)=− (H−1)ij −H−1γ(ν, νij )−H−1γ(R(xi, ν)xj , ν)=− (H−1)ij +H−1 (hki hkj − R(xi, ν, xj , ν))
(3.37)
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Corollary 3.21. The Weingarten map hij satisfies
dhijdt =− (H−1)ij −H−1 (hikhkj + R(xk, ν, xj , ν)gki)=2H iHjH−3 −H ijH−2 −H−1 (hikhkj + R(xk, ν, xj , ν)gki) (3.38)Proof. Since h˙ij = ddt (g ikhkj ) = g˙ ikhkj + g ikh˙kj ,we can use (3.33) and (3.36) to yield the result.Corollary 3.22. The mean curvature evolves according todHdt =−∆Mt (H−1)−H−1 (|A|2g + Ric(ν))=H−2∆MtH − 2H−3|∇H|2g −H−1 (|A|2g + Ric(ν)) . (3.39)Proof. Take the trace of (3.38).Remark 3.23. By application of the maximum principle in the previous equa-tion, in light of the negative sign on the |A|2 term, we deduce that the meancurvature H is uniformly bounded from above in terms of the ambient Riccicurvature and the initial embedding.
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In order to show that the flow (1.2) exists for all times t > 0, we need tobound the mean curvature with an exponential factor, H eλt , from above andbelow by positive constants. In the process, we shall also show that then thesurfaces Mt remain as graphs throughout the evolution (see Theorem 4.2) byderiving an evolution equation for the quantity χ = γ(X, ν)−1 where X = u∂/∂r.
In §4.3 we rescale the embedded hypersurfaces with a factor of e−t/n , as al-ready hinted at earlier on.
Throughout this section we shall denote with c and C arbitrary positive con-stants that can, on occasion, vary from line to line (as contradictory as thissounds).
4.1 graphical natureThe quantities that we will be dealing with reside on the evolving surfaces Mtand as such, we will generally be dealing with the basis {xi}i=1,...,n of TMt .Indeed, all covariant derivatives will be carried out with respect to ∇(g) andindices will be raised and lowered with respect to either gij or γab . The contextshould be clear.Lemma 4.1. Let χ = γ(X, ν)−1 where X = u∂/∂r. Then(i) X;i = xi ≡ uie0 + ei, (4.1)
(ii) γ(X;ij , ν) = γ(xij , ν) = −hij (4.2)
(iii) χ = vu−1 (4.3)
Proof. (i) is derived from (2.15)
X;i = Xabxbi = (∇uie0+ei (ue0))> = uie0 + uΓai0ea = uie0 + δki ek = xi. (4.4)
(ii) follows (i) and (2.1), and (iii) is easily seen as a result of γ(∂/∂r, ν) = v−1.The following evolution equation controls the graphical nature of the sur-faces Mt .Lemma 4.2. Let χ ≡ γ(X, ν)−1 as above. Then χ satisfies the evolution equa-tion ( ddt −H−2∆Mt
) χ = −2χ−1H−2|∇χ|2g − χH−2 (|A|2g + Ric(ν)) . (4.5)
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Proof. We begin by differentiating χ with respect to t
χ˙ = −χ2(H−1 + γ(X,H−2∇H)), (4.6)
where we have used (3.28). Next we take first and second derivatives of χ inthe directions xi and xj χ;i = −χ2(γ(xi, ν) + γ(X, νi)), (4.7)and
χij =2χ3(γ(xj , ν) + γ(X, νj ))(γ(xi, ν) + γ(X, νi))− χ2(γ(xij , ν) + γ(xj , νi) + γ(xi, νj ) + γ(X, ν;ij ))=2χ−1χiχj − χ2hij − χ2hki;jγ(X, xk) + χhki hkj=2χ−1χiχj − χ2hij + χhki hkj− χ2(h;kij γ(X, xk) + R(ν, xi, xl, xj )gklγ(X, xk)), (4.8)where we have used (2.5) contracted with gkl to get the curvature term. Usingthe fact that gklγ(X, xk)xl = X> = X − γ(ν, X)ν,we come to the conclusion that
R(ν, xi, xl, xj )gklγ(x, xk) =R(ν, xiX, xj )− R(ν, xi, ν, xj )χ−1=− R(ν, xi, ν, xj )χ−1,
since X = u∂/∂r and in light of (2.16). Contracting χij with H−2g ij and sub-tracting it from χ˙ delivers( ddt −H−2∆Mt
) χ = −2χ−1H−2|∇χ|2g − χH−2 (|A|2g + Ric(ν)) , (4.9)
as claimed.Theorem 4.3. There exist positive constants c and C , depending only onu0, Du0, D2u0 and n for which during the evolution process up to time T , thefollowing holds c ≤ H et/n ≤ C. (4.10)Proof. We shall prove only the lower bound here, the upper bound followsanalogously with infM replacing supM in the following argument. We computethe evolution of χH−1, using (4.5) and (3.22).
d (χH−1)dt =χ˙H−1 −H−2χH˙=H−3∆χ − 2χ−1H−3|∇χ|2g + χH−2∆(H−1)=H−2 (H−1∆χ + χ∆(H−1)− 2χ−1H−1|∇χ|2g) .
(4.11)
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Let (t0, x0) ∈Mt be an interior space-time point such that the following holds
(χH−1)(t0, x0) = supt∈[0,T) supMt (χH−1). (4.12)
Then at (t0, x0), 0 = (χH−1)i = χiH−1 + χ(H−1)i,and also d (χH−1)dt (x0) ≥ 0Using these and the fact that
∆(ηξ) = ∆(η)ξ + η∆(ξ) + 2∇η · ∇ξ,
for arbitrary real-valued functions η and ξ , we get
0 ≤ d (χH−1)dt = H−2∆(χH−1) ≤ 0,since (t0, x0) is a maximum. Adding tε to χH−1 and letting ε ↘ 0 derives acontradiction and gives χH−1 ≤ supM0 χH−1or in other words χ−1H ≥ infM0 χ−1H.Since χ−1 = u/v and v ≥ 1 we have
infM0 χ−1H ≤ χ−1H = uv−1H ≤ uH ≤ Hc′ et/nwhere the final inequality comes from (3.15). This subsequently offers
H et/n ≥ c.
Remark 4.4. Since [F (Dφ,D2φ)]−1 = χH−1, the upper and lower bound fromthe previous proof shows that (3.6) remains uniformly parabolic on QT? .Theorem 4.5. The solution of (1.2) stays graphical as long as the solutionexists.Proof. We wish to derive a differential inequality for χ and apply a quasilinearcomparison principle (see [15, Corollary 2.5]) to show that χ is bounded fromabove. From (2.16) we have
Ric(e0, ea) = R0a = Ra0 = 0.
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Together with (2.21) and the definition of the outward pointing unit normal ν,(2.26) we deduce
Ric(ν) = [v−1u−2]2 Rikuiuk= [uv]−2 (RicM (Dφ)− (n − 1)|Dφ|2σ) . (4.13)Using the prerequisite (1.1) along with the lower bound on H , the positivity ofχ and |A|2, and Lemma 3.13 we infer( ddt −H−2∆Mt
) χ ≤ −2χ−1H−2|∇χ|2g + χH−2c e−λt . (4.14)
In view of Theorem 4.3 we have
H−2 ≤ C e2t/n .
In order to apply a quasilinear comparison principle (see [15, Corollary 2.5]),we need a function that satisfiesddt f (t) ≥ C e(2/n−λ)t f (t),but since we only want to show the boundedness of χ and are not interestedin a sharp estimate, a solution to the equationddt f (t) = C e2t/n f (t),
will suffice. Indeed f (t) = C en e2t/n /2 does the job. We define the quasilinearparabolic operator P by
Pw ≡ ( ddt −H−2∆Mt
)w + 2w−1H−2|∇w|2g −H−2c e−λt w.
Then Pf > 0 ≥ Pχ.By applying a comparison principle [15, Corollary 2.5], we deduce that χ isbounded from above on Q¯T? by f and is thus bounded on compact intervals,proving the claim.
4.2 rescaled hypersurfacesAs alluded to previously, for later contemplations of convergence we mustrescale the embedded hypersurfaces so that the solutions remain inside acompact set. In doing this, we can investigate the asymptotics without havingto appeal to spatial infinity. We use a factor of e−t/n , procured from (3.15). Inthis section we investigate the a priori effect of rescaling.
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Consider the family of rescaled embeddings x˜(t, ·) with
x˜(t, p) = (u˜(t, p(t)), p(t)),
where u˜ = u e−t/n . Using this notation we observe the following rescaledquantities:
Du˜ =Du e−t/n (4.15)˙˜u =u˙ e−t/n− u˜n (4.16)φ˜ =φ − tn (4.17)Dφ˜ =Dφ (4.18)˙˜φ =φ˙ − 1n . (4.19)This shows that the induced metric on the rescaled evolving hypersurfacessatisfies g˜ij = γ(x˜i, x˜j ) = e−2t/n gij , (4.20)while the inverse metric satisfies
g˜ ij = e2t/n g ij . (4.21)
Thus, the rescaled second fundamental form satisfies
h˜ij = hij e−t/n, (4.22)
and the mean curvature as well as the Weingarten map rescale as expected
h˜ij =hij et/n (4.23)H˜ =H et/n . (4.24)
The rescaled hypersurfaces must now solve the equations: for φ˜{ ˙˜φ − [F (·, Dφ,D2φ)]−1 + n−1 = 0φ˜0 = φ(0, ·), (4.25)
in light of (4.18), and for u˜{ ˙˜u − vH˜−1 + u˜n−1 = 0u˜0 = u˜(0, ·), (4.26)Both equations are obviously still uniformly parabolic on QT? .Lemma 4.6. The rescaled quantity |Du˜| decays exponentially fast to 0.
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Proof. From φ = logu, we deduce
|Du˜|2 = |Dφ|2 e−2t/n u2,
and using Lemma 3.13 we have
|Du˜|2 ≤ C e−λt−2t/n u2. (4.27)
Taking the root from both sides gives
|Du˜| ≤ C e−λt/2 u e−t/n ≤ C′ e−λt/2,
where, for the final inequality, we have once again used (3.15).
4.3 convergenceLet us summarise the results we have gathered thus far. In §3.1 we trans-formed the initial problem (1.2) into two versions of a scalar problem, (3.6)and (3.8) respectively. In §3.3 we proved existence of a solution φ to (3.6),which is equivalent to existence of a solution u = eφ to (3.8), on the paraboliccylinder QT? for 0 < T? ≤ ∞.
We had derived a priori estimates for φ − t/n(≡ φ˜) and u e−t/n(≡ u˜) in §3.2,then we went on to bound φ˙ from above and below with its initial data and|Dφ|2σ from above with an exponentially decaying factor (which is equivalentto 1 < v ≤ 1 + C e−λt ).
We showed that the starshapedness of the solution as a hypersurface is main-tained throughout the evolution in §4.2 and then proved bounds on H et/n(≡H˜) from above and below. These bounds show that the nonlinear operatorG = F−1 = v[uH]−1 of (3.6) is uniformly bounded from above and below upto time T?.
With these bounds, we then rescaled the surfaces in §4.2 to acquire a solutionu˜ to the uniformly parabolic equation (4.26) which remains inside a compactset during its existence. We also showed that |Du˜| decays exponentially fast.
Now we wish to achieve higher order estimates for φ independent of t . Thenotation we use throughout this section in terms of norms and spaces can befound in [8, §2.5] and also in [14].Theorem 4.7. Let φ solve (3.6) in QT? . Then for all α ∈ (0, 1), δ ∈ (0, T?) andm ≥ 1, |φ|m+α,Qδ,T? ≤ C, (4.28)where C does not depend on t and Qδ,T? ≡ [δ, T?)×Mn .
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Proof. Since Mn is smooth and F−1 is C∞ in its arguments, we can apply [8,Theorem 2.5.10] to our situation, which states that under the above prerequi-sites, φ is of class H2+m+α, 2+m+α2 (Qδ,T? ) for m ≥ 1. We differentiate (3.6) in thedirection of ek , using (1.6) to get0 = ek (φ˙ − F−1) = φ˙k + F−2 {−aijDiDjφk + aij [σR mikj ]φm + aiDiφk} . (4.29)Since aij = [u/v]2g ij = v−2(σ ij − φiφjv−2), using again the symmetries of Rijkl ,this transforms into0 = φ˙k + F−2 {−aijDiDjφk + v−2 RicM (Dφ, ek) + aiDiφk} (4.30)In addition to this, we once again differentiate (3.6) with respect to t (see proofof Lemma 3.13) to achieve φ¨ + F−2 {−aij φ˙ij + aiφ˙i} = 0φ˙1 + F−2 {−aijDiDjφ1 + v−2 RicM (Dφ, e1) + aiDiφ1} = 0... ...φ˙n + F−2 {−aijDiDjφn + v−2 RicM (Dφ, en) + aiDiφn} = 0,
(4.31)
which is a system of (n+1) linear parabolic equations of second order for thefirst derivatives of φ on the interval [δ, T?). We may now apply [14, Theorem5.1], which delivers uniform bounds on |φk|2+α,Qδ,T? for k = 1, . . . , n. Using aninduction argument achieves the result.Lemma 4.8. |D2φ| decays exponentially fast to 0.Proof. An interpolation inequality due to Hamilton [9, Cor. 12.7] reads∫ |D2φ|2dµ ≤ C{∫ |D3φ|2dµ} 23 {∫ |Dφ|2dµ} 13 ,
and in light of (4.28) and the compactness of Mn we infer∫ |D2φ|2dµ ≤ C e−λt .
Remark 4.9. This result implies|D2u˜| ≤ C e−βt , (4.32)for a constant β > 0 as one can easily see, using the fact thatD2φ = u−1D2u − u−2Du ⊗Du,together with our known estimates, provides|D2u˜| ≤ cu−1|D2u| = c (|D2φ|+ |Dφ|2) ≤ Ce−βt .
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4 long term behaviour
Corollary 4.10. The non-linear parabolic equation (3.6) has a solution for alltimes t > 0.Proof. Arguing as in [8, Lemma 2.6.1], we assume T? < ∞ is the maximaltime of existence. Let m ≥ 0. With the uniform bounds we have obtained for|φ|2+m+α,Qδ,T? , by applying Arzela-Ascoli, we see that there exists a sequencetj Ï T? for which φ(tj , ·) −−−ÏjÏ∞ φ¯, (4.33)in C2+m,β(Mn), for 0 < β < α, with φ¯ ∈ C2+m,α(Mn). Then choosing φ¯ asinitial value in Theorem 3.11, for which the flow exists at least up to timeε1 > 0, we deduce that there exists an open set U(φ¯) ⊂ C2+m,β(Mn), for whosemembers the flow also exists up to time ε1. Now choosing j0 so large thatφ(tj0 , ·) ∈ U(φ¯)∩C2+m,α(Mn) and that tj0 +ε1 > T?, we extend the maximal timeof existence by once again applying the existence Theorem 3.11, this timewith initial data φ(tj0 , ·), thus contradicting the maximality of T?. Therefore, asolution exists for all t > 0.
4.4 asymptoticsFrom (4.32), since (3.15) shows that u˜ stays inside a compact set during evo-lution and bearing Lemma 3.13 in mind, we conclude that u˜ is asymptoticallyconstant, we shall call this constant r∞. To achieve a value for r∞ we will needto make some observations.Lemma 4.11. The rescaled quantities satisfy(i) g˜ij −−−ÏtÏ∞ r2∞σij (4.34)(ii) h˜ij −−−ÏtÏ∞ r−1∞ δij (4.35)(iii) ˙˜gij = 2H˜−1h˜ij − 2n−1g˜ij (4.36)(iv) ddt (dµ˜) = 0 (4.37)Proof. Using the already procured estimates we conclude for (i) and (ii)g˜ij = e−2t/n gij = u˜2(σij + φiφj ) −−−ÏtÏ∞ r2∞σij ,h˜ij = [u˜v]−1(δij − σ ikφkj + φiφkφkjv−2) −−−ÏtÏ∞ r−1∞ δij .(iii) can be obtained from the evolution equation (3.32) and the product ruleand (iv) is simply a consequence of (iii) and the evolution equation (3.34) (noticehow contracting (4.36) with g˜ ij gives 0).
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4 long term behaviour
What Lemma 4.11(iii) alludes to is that during the evolution process of thesurfaces, the volume stays constant. Hence, r∞ depends only on the initialembedding u0.Corollary 4.12. r∞ = [ |M0||Mn|
]1/n . (4.38)
Proof. Equation (2.12) implies that the volume element on the level sets of theradial function r in Nn+1 and the volume element on Mn , betokened dµα anddµσ respectively, are related by
dµα = rn dµσ ,
since, in local coordinates√det{αij} = rn√det{σij}.
Thus, we have |M0| = rn∞|Mn|.
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